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Abstract. In this paper we present a fuzzy approach for image databases. We exploit the concept of NF2 relational
model as a foundation for building image catalogues containing the semantic description of a given image database.
New algebraic operators are defined in order to capture the fuzziness related to the semantic descriptors of an
image. We compare our model to the First Normal Form annotated relation model, and show that in a number of
interesting cases they can be considered equivalent, from the operational point of view, but in general NF2 relational
model is more powerful, and provides a more suitable framework for dealing with uncertainties in image databases.
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1. Introduction

Advances in storage and processing technologies are at the basis of the actual progress
in multimedia database; storing, analyzing, transmitting and retrieving multimedia ob-
jects has become an important research area. Multimedia Database Management Systems
(MMDBMS) usually manage images, audio, video, handwritten and text documents: ad hoc
storage and retrieval techniques have to be used for the different data types. (See Yoshitaka
and Ichikawa [20] for a survey on content based retrieval for multimedia databases).

In this paper, we explicitly consider image databases, even if most results also apply to
different scenaria, where inconsistency plays an important role.

In the classical relational data model, queries are usually posed textually. In image
databases, on the contrary, queries are often expressed by means of non traditional and
uncertain forms. This happens, for instance, in Query By Examples or Query by Content.
These kinds of queries are really different from the standard ones for two main reasons:
the query specification may include a picture as part of it, and there exists a notion of
“similarity” that must be accurately taken care of.

Typical descriptions of images may be given by means of colors, textures, shapes and
spatial descriptors. The task of associating a high level textual feature to a low level visual
descriptor is usually performed by means of image processing and analysis algorithms, that
put in evidence high level features, each one associated with a certain grade of confidence.
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Thus, it is clear that information in image database is inherently both complex and uncertain,
and managing uncertainty becomes a fundamental topic.

The relational model has been extended in many ways, depending on “where” fuzziness
is introduced and “what” one means with uncertainty [12, 13, 17–19]. Specifically, the
relational model of data has been extended to incorporate uncertainty either at the tuple
level or at the attribute level. In the tuple-level approach, each tuple may have one or more
uncertainty attributes; uncertainty attributes are usually real numbers, or intervals on real
numbers. In the attribute level approach, the information about the certainty degree is asso-
ciated directly to the single attribute values. In image databases, attribute level approaches
seem preferable, since in content based image description approaches, each feature is pro-
duced by a distinct image processing technique, that returns multiple possible answers, with
different grades of certainty [16].

Several aspects of the problem of managing uncertainty in Data Base and Knowledge
Base have been discussed by V. S. Subrahmanian, in [22], where an algebra has been
developed to deal with uncertainty in the tuple level approach, and in an annotated relations
scenario; the meaning of annotated relations has been deeply investigated, and an extension
of classical relational algebra operators has been introduced, to make them suitably apply
to annotated relations. Besides, a probabilistic extension of the relational model has been
proposed (see also [8]), and an algorithm to reduce the probabilistic model to the annotated
relational model has been provided. The proposed reduction from the probabilistic relations
to annotated relations, while providing an easy way to manage the probabilistic relations
(relying on the existing algebra for annotated relations) has as a drawback a dramatic
increase in the data volume in the database. This problem would be overcome if a suitable
algebra on an attribute level data model was used. These are the motivations for this paper:
we aim at proposing a data model for image databases which is at least as expressive as
annotated relations, while allowing a compact representation of data. Specifically, we define
a fuzzy data model, dealing with fuzziness at the attribute level, and we develop an algebra
for this model.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we propose a data model based on non first
normal form relations (NF2). In Section 3 algebraic operators for this model are defined.
In Section 4 we compare our model to annotated relations proposed in [22], and show in
which cases they exhibit a similar behavior. Related work, discussions and conclusions on
the defined model are given in Section 5.

2. Fuzzy data model

Our data model is based on fuzzy logic [21]. For the sake of clarity, we first provide a short
introduction to fuzzy set theory and its fundamental operators.

Fuzzy sets are defined on non fuzzy universes of discourse, which are ordinary sets.
Given any universe of discourse U , a fuzzy subset S of U is characterized by a membership
function µS : U → [0, 1], which assigns to every element x ∈ U a membership degree.
Thus, the subset S is defined as S = {〈u, µS(u)〉 | u ∈ U}.

An element u is said to be in the fuzzy set S if and only if µS(u) > 0, and to be a full
member of the set if and only if µS(u) = 1.
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Fuzzy data models can be interpreted as extensions of traditional data models using fuzzy
set theory and the possibility theory.

The usual set theoretic operators are extended to fuzzy sets as follows:

Fuzzy union (or) A∨B = {〈u, max(µA(u), µB(u))〉 | u ∈ U}
Fuzzy intersection (and) A∧B = {〈u, min(µA(u), µB(u))〉 | u ∈ U}
Fuzzy complementation (not) ¬A = {〈u, 1 − µA(u))〉 | u ∈ U}

Definition 2.1 (Fuzzy tuple). Let D1, . . . , Dn be n domains. A fuzzy n-tuple is any element
of the cartesian product V1 × · · · × Vn , where each Vi is the set of all fuzzy subsets of Di .

In other words, any n-tuple is a sequence 〈v1, . . . , vn〉, where each vi is either a non fuzzy,
atomic value, or a set of elements from the corresponding fuzzy domain Di . For the sake
of simplicity and readability, in the following examples, we will represent those attribute
values vi that are singletons, which denote full members of their sets (i.e., have membership
degree equal to 1, representing certain membership) by means of the only domain value
(this is the case, for example, for the File attribute in Table 1).

Analogously, we consider as a special case the presence of a membership degree equals
to 0, which represents the certain non-membership. In our model, the presence of a pairs
〈v, 0〉 in an attribute value doesn’t give any information, in addition to what we could have if
we did remove that pair from the tuple. This is because domain values that do not appear in
an attribute value are implicitly associated to the membership degree 0. (As an example, the
attribute values {〈red, 0.5〉}, and {〈red, 0.5〉, 〈green, 0.0〉}, provide the same information.)
Thus, in the following, we will assume that our relations do not contain any such pair. This is
not a restriction, since we assume that all the fuzzy values we will deal with, are returned by
some automatic vision systems, or result from some algebraic operations. Initial values, that
is, data provided by visual systems, are only non zero values, since systems give information
about feature values they find, to a certain degree, in the considered image. On the other
hand, as it will be clearer in the following, the only algebraic operations that, applied to
tuples without zero membership degrees, could introduce zero membership degrees, are
those that apply fuzzy conjunction, combined with complementation of certain values (e.g.,
set difference). But the specific definitions of the operators will properly take care of that
case too.

Notice that we do not assume that membership degrees within an attribute value sum up
to 1. These degrees are intended to be the degrees of confidence returned by authomatic

Table 1. An example of NF2 relation.

File Color Shape Content

Im1.gif {〈red,0.78 〉, {〈circle,0.79 〉, {〈Sun in the
〈grey, 0.80 〉} 〈ellipse,0.89 〉} dark, 0.7 〉}

Im2.gif {〈blue, 0.89 〉, {〈rectangle, 0.94〉, {〈Sea, 0.8 〉}
〈black, 0.90 〉} 〈square, 0.9 〉}
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vision systems, and do not have to be embedded into any probabilistic framework. In princi-
ple, it might also be possible to have, for a color attribute, a value {(blue,1), (turquoise,1)}.
This would represent the fact that, for the authomatic system, blue and turquoise might
be considered as the same color, which is the only color appearing in the considered
image.

Definition 2.2 (NF2 relation schema). A NF2 relational schema is defined as a symbol
R, that is the name of the NF2 relation, and a set of (names of) fuzzy attributes X =
{A1, . . . , An}. The schema is usually denoted as R(X ).

A NF2 relation is an instance of a NF2 relation schema; that is, a NF2 relation is a set of
fuzzy tuples. Formally,

Definition 2.3 (NF2 relation). Let R({A1, A2, . . . , An}) be a relational schema. A NF2

relation, defined over R, is a set of fuzzy tuples t = 〈v1, . . . , vn〉 such that each vi is a fuzzy
subset of dom(Ai ).

Example 2.1. A simple NF2 relation r organized according to our model is presented in
Table 1, where File is an attribute defined over the non fuzzy domain of the file names,
while Color, Shape, and Content are defined over the fuzzy domains of colors, shapes and
content descriptions respectively. Suppose t1 denotes the first tuple listed in the table.1 The
intended meaning of t1 is the following: (i) t1.File = Im1.gif, with certainty grade 1; (ii)
t1.Color = red, with certainty grade 0.78 and t1.Color = grey, with certainty grade 0.80;
(iii) t1.Shape = circle, with certainty grade 0.79 and t1.Shape = ellipse, with certainty
grade 0.89; (iv) t1.Content = Sun in the dark, with certainty grade 0.7.

3. NF2 algebra

We propose new algebraic operators specifically conceived for our data model, as an en-
hancement of the relational algebraic operators. We first define the set oriented operators
union, intersection, and difference. Then we define the algebraic operators selection, join
and projection. Before moving to the definition of the algebraic operators, we introduce the
notion of data identical tuples, which captures the fact that two or more tuples are identical,
modulo the certainty component of the elements.

Definition 3.1 (Data identical tuples). Let R({A1, A2, . . . , An}) be a relation schema, and
r be an instance of R. Let t1 = 〈v1

1, . . . , v
1
n〉 and t2 = 〈v2

1, . . . , v
2
n〉 denote two tuples of r .

We say that t1 and t2 are data identical iff for every index i , it holds that {u | 〈u, µi (u)〉 ∈
v1

i } = {u | 〈u, µi (u)〉 ∈ v2
i }.

We use the notation DId(t, r ) to denote the set of all tuples in r that are data identical to the
tuple t .
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The above notion of data identical tuples, and the following fuzzy “or”
∨

, fuzzy “and”∧
and fuzzy “negation” ¬ operators on data identical tuples, play an important role in the

definition of the algebraic operators.

Definition 3.2. Let t1 = 〈v1
1, . . . , v

1
n〉 and t2 = 〈v2

1, . . . , v
2
n〉 be two data identical tuples.

tuple disjunction t1
∨

t2 = 〈v1, . . . , vn〉, where for each i = 1, . . . , n, vi = {〈u, µ1(u)〉∨
〈u, µ2(u)〉 | 〈u, µ1(u)〉 ∈ v1

i , 〈u, µ2(u)〉 ∈ v2
i }.

tuple conjunction t1
∧

t2 = 〈v1, . . . , vn〉, where for each i = 1, . . . , n,vi = {〈u, µ1(u)〉∧
〈u, µ2(u)〉 | 〈u, µ1(u)〉 ∈ v1

i , 〈u, µ2(u)〉 ∈ v2
i }.

tuple negation ¬t1 = 〈v′
1, . . . , v

′
n〉, where for each i = 1, . . . , n,v′

i = {¬〈u, µ(u)〉 |
〈u, µ(u)〉 ∈ vi , and µ(u) �= 1}.

Notice that
∧

and
∨

are both associative and commutative. Thus, they may be seen as op-
erators that apply to sets of more than two data identical tuples. Specifically,∧

({t1, t2, . . . tk}) = (. . . (t1
∧

t2) . . .
∧

tk), while
∨

({t1, t2, . . . tk}) = (. . . (t1
∨

t2) . . .
∨

tk).

3.1. Algebra operators

3.1.1. Compaction. From the previous definitions, it is syntactically correct to have data
identical tuples belonging to the same relation. But, from a semantical point of view, we
explicitly note that it would be redundant to have multiple tuples with the same data values,
but different grades of memberships. This is the reason of the introduction of the compaction
operator, which normalizes any relation r by taking the tuples for which there is no data
identical tuple, and collapsing all data identical tuples in a single tuple, that is their fuzzy
“or”

∨
. This corresponds to a “trusting” attitude, according to which, in the presence of

different grades of memberships for the same data values, the ones establishing a higher
confidence are kept.

Definition 3.3 (Compaction). Let r be a fuzzy relation. A compaction of r is a relation:

K (r ) = {t | t ∈ r and DId(t, r − {t}) = ∅}
∪ {∨({t1, . . . , tk}) | t1, . . . , tk ∈ r and t1, . . . , tk are data identical}

A relation instance r is said to be compact iff K (r ) = r .

We are now in a position for re-defining the other classic relational operators.

3.1.2. Union, intersection, difference. NF2 set oriented fuzzy operators are natural ex-
tensions of the standard set oriented operators, as follows.

Definition 3.4. Let r1 and r2 be two union compatible relations, i.e. let r1 and r2 have the
same fuzzy relational schema.
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Union r1∪r2 = K ({t | t ∈ r1 or t ∈ r2})
Intersection r1∩r2 = {t1

∧
t2 | t1 ∈ r1, t2 ∈ r2, and t1 and t2 are data identical}

Difference r1\r2 = {t | t ∈ r1 and DId(t, r2) = ∅)}
∪ {t∧¬t ′ | t ∈ r1 and t ′ ∈ r2 and t , t ′ are data identical}

Property 3.1 (Compactness preservation). NF2 Union, NF2 Intersection and NF2 Differ-
ence preserve compactness, that is, if r1 and r2 are two union compatible compact relations,
then so are r1∪r2, r1∩r2, r1\r2.

The proof of this property, as well as the proofs of most of the following properties, is
based on the definition of the involved operators, and does not require specifically interesting
techniques. For the sake of space we omit it here, and refer to the technical report [4], where
the proofs of all the properties listed in this paper are contained.

Property 3.2. NF2 Union and NF2 Intersection are both commutative and associative.

The property follows immediately from the commutativity and associativity of the fuzzy
“or” and fuzzy “and” operators, and, for fuzzy union, of the set union operator.

3.1.3. Algebraic operators. As in the standard relational algebra, the selection operator is
defined in terms of some conditions that have to be satisfied by the selected tuples. Thus, we
will first introduce our notions of selection condition, and selection condition satisfaction.

Definition 3.5 (Atomic value condition). Let r (X ) be a relation, A ∈ X and B ∈ X be two
attributes of r , and θ ∈ {=, �=, <, >, ≤, ≥, =d , ⊂, ⊆, ⊂, ⊇} be any relationships defined
on the domain of A and B. (=d denotes the equality restricted to the data components).
The following are atomic value conditions: (i) Aθ B; (ii) A = c, for any constant c from
the domain of A; (iii)A =cd {c1, . . . , ck}, where each c j is a constant value of the same
type as the data components in the domain of A; (iv) 〈u, µu〉 ∈ A, where 〈u, µu〉 is a fuzzy
element compatible with dom(A); (v) 〈u, µu〉 ∈relop A, where 〈u, µu〉 is a fuzzy element
compatible with dom(A), and relop is any boolean operator defined on membership grades;
(vi) A overlaps B; (vii) A overlaps c.

Definition 3.6 (Selection condition). Every atomic value condition is a selection condition.
Let vc1 and vc2 be two selection conditions. Then so are vc1 ∧ vc2, vc1 ∨ vc2, and ¬vc1

(being ∧, ∨, and ¬ the standard logical connectives).

Given a relation schema R({A1, . . . , An}), we use the standard dotted notation to denote
attributes/attribute values in relations and tuples. Thus, if r is a relation with the above
schema, r.Ai denotes the attribute Ai of r , while, for any tuple t in r , t.Ai denotes the value
that the attribute Ai assumes in tuple t .

Definition 3.7 (Satisfaction of a selection condition). Let R(X ) be a relation schema, r be
a relation instance of R, t be a tuple in r , A and B be attributes in X , and c be a constant.
Let χ be any selection condition on A, B and c.
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The satisfaction of χ by t (t |= χ ) is defined by induction on the structure of χ , as
follows;

– t |= Aθ B iff t.Aθ t.B, for any θ ∈ {=, �=, <, >, ≤, ≥, ⊂, ⊆, ⊂, ⊇}
– t |= Aθc iff t.Aθc, for any θ ∈ {=, �=, <, >, ≤, ≥, ⊂, ⊆, ⊂, ⊇}
– t |= A =d B iff for every pair 〈d A

i , µA
i 〉 in t.A, there is a pair 〈d B

i , µB
i 〉 in t.B such that

d A
i = d B

i , and viceversa.
– t |= A =d c iff for every pair 〈d A

i , µA
i 〉 in t.A, there is a pair 〈dc

i , µ
c
i 〉 in c such that

d A
i = dc

i , and viceversa.
– t |= A =cd {c1, . . . , ck} iff t.A = {〈c1, µ1〉, . . . , 〈ck, µk〉}.
– t |= 〈u, µu〉 ∈ A iff 〈u, µu〉 ∈ t.A
– t |= 〈u, µu〉 ∈relop A iff ∃〈u, µA

u 〉 ∈ t.A and µu relop µA
u holds.

– t |= A overlaps B iff {u | 〈u, µu〉 ∈ t.A} ∩ {u | 〈u, µu〉 ∈ t.B} �= ∅.
– t |= A overlaps c iff {u | 〈u, µu〉 ∈ t.A} ∩ {u | 〈u, µu〉 ∈ c} �= ∅.
– t |= χ1 ∧ χ2 iff t |= χ1 and t |= χ2.
– t |= χ1 ∨ χ2 iff either t |= χ1, or t |= χ2.
– t |= ¬χ iff it is not the case that t |= χ

According to the above definitions, selection conditions may be expressed to check attribute
values (which are sets), to check elements belonging to attribute values (which are pairs of
data and membership degrees), as well as to test single data values within pairs in attribute
values. For example, the condition θ1 ≡ Color = {〈red, 0.78〉, 〈grey, 0.80〉} checks the
whole value of the attribute Color. The first tuple of the relation r in Table 1 satisfies θ1,
since its value for Color coincides with the constant set appearing in the selection condition.
The same tuple does not satisfy the condition θ2 ≡ Color = {〈red, 0.5〉, 〈grey, 0.50〉}, since
the constant set appearing in θ2 differs from the attribute value in the tuple because of the
membership degrees. But it satisfies θ3 ≡ Color =d {〈red, 0.5〉, 〈grey, 0.50〉}, because in
this case the membership degrees are not influent.

The conditions we have just defined are used by the selection operator, as follows.

Definition 3.8 (NF2 selection). Let r be an instance of the relation schema R(X ), and χ

be any selection condition involving attributes from X . The selection σχ (r ) is the set of
tuples t in r satisfying the condition χ :

σχ (r ) = {t ∈ r | t |= χ}

From the above definition, it is evident that our selection operator is an extension of the
standard relational algebra selection. The only difference is the notion of condition being
used. Analogously, NF2 Projection is an extension of the standard operator. (In the following
definition t[A] denotes the restriction of the tuple t to the attributes in the set A, as usual.)

Definition 3.9 (NF2 Projection). Let r be a relation with schema R(X ), and let A ⊆ X .

π A(r ) = K ({t[A] | t ∈ r})
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NF2 natural join is an extension of standard relational natural join, that replaces the
equality requirement for common attributes with the data identical requirement, and joins
tuples that are data identical on the common attributes by associating to those data the
membership grade resulting from the fuzzy and of the joined ones.

Definition 3.10 (NF2 natural join). Let r1 and r2 be two relation instances with schema
R1(X1) and R2(X2) respectively. Let X = X1 ∩ X2. The natural join r = r1⊗r2, with
schema R = X1 ∪ X2, is r = {t = 〈ty, tx , tz〉 | Y = R1 \ X, Z = R2 \ X, ∃t1 ∈ r1, t2 ∈
r2 such that t1[Y ] = ty, t2[Z ] = tz, t1[X ] is data identical to t2[X ], tx = t1[X ]

∧
t2[X ]}.

Notice that, from the above definition, if the schemas of the given relations are disjoint,
the natural join degenerates into the cartesian product.

Property 3.3 (Compactness preservation). NF2 Selection operator preserves compact-
ness, that is, if r is a compact relation with schema R(X ), then so is σχ (r ), for any
selection condition χ on attributes from X. Analogously, NF2 Projection and NF2 Join
preserve compactness.

As a useful, derived operator, we also define the Theta-Join operator.

Definition 3.11 (NF2 θ -join). Let r1 and r2 be two relation instances, with disjoint schemas
R1(X1) and R2(X2) respectively. Let θ be a selection condition involving attributes from
X1 ∪ X2. The θ -join r = r1⊗θ

r2 is the relation with schema R(X1 ∪ X2), defined as
r = r1 ⊗

θ
r2 = σ θ (r1 ⊗ r2)

3.2. Properties

In this section we give some equivalence results. The proofs of the properties can be found
in [4]. These results play an important role in the query rewriting process, to optimize query
execution. We show that, as in relational algebra, also in the proposed algebra it is possible
to push projection down, to do selections before joins, etc., to reduce the computational
cost of the query execution.

1. Fuzzy selection is commutative: σ θ1∧θ2
(r ) = σ θ2

(σ θ1
(r )) = σ θ1

(σ θ2
(r )).

2. Let r be an instance of a relation with schema R(Z ), and X, Y ⊆ Z . π X (r ) = π X (π XY (r )).
3. Under certain conditions on the attributes involved by the selection condition, fuzzy

selection may be pushed inside fuzzy join. In particular, if r1 and r2 are two relation
instances, with schema R1(X1) and R2(X2) respectively, and χ is a selection condition
not involving any attribute from X1, σχ (r1 ⊗ r2) = r1 ⊗ σχ (r2)

4. Fuzzy projection may be pushed inside fuzzy join, under certain conditions on the
attributes to be projected, and the attributes that the joined relations have in common.
Specifically, if r1 and r2 are two relation instances, with schema R1(X1) and R2(X2)
respectively, X ⊆ X2, and X ⊇ X1 ∩ X2, then π X1∪X (r1⊗r2) = r1⊗π X (r2)
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5. Selection may be pushed inside fuzzy union only in case the selection condition only tests
data components in attribute values. This is a minor restriction, since most interesting
queries are about data information, no matter what the membership degree is. It is im-
portant to notice that these property of selection conditions can be checked syntactically,
then automatically.

Specifically, if r1 and r2 are two union compatible relations with schema R(X1), and
χ is any selection condition only involving the data component of the fuzzy elements,
then σχ (r1∪r2) = σχ (r1)∪σχ (r2).

6. Let r1 and r2 be two union compatible relations with schema R(X1), and let χ be
any selection condition only involving the data component of the fuzzy elements.
σχ (r1\r2) = σχ (r1)\σχ (r2).

7. Let r1 and r2 be two union compatible relations, with schema R(X1), and let X ⊆ X1.
If π X (r1∪r2) is compact, then π X (r1∪r2) = π X (r1)∪π X (r2).

8. Let r be a compact relation, with schema R(X ), and let χ1 and χ2 be any selection
conditions over attributes in X . σχ1∨χ2

(r ) = σχ1
(r )∪σχ2

(r ).
9. Let r be a compact relation, with schema R(X ), and let χ1 and χ2 be any selection

conditions over attributes in X . σχ1∧χ2
(r ) = σχ1

(r ) ∩ σχ2
(r ).

4. From NF2 tuples to annotated relations

In the previous sections we have introduced our algebra on NF2 relations, and discussed its
appropriateness to store and retrieve features extracted by multimedia and image
data.

In this section we show that the NF2 algebra relates to the standard relational algebra
on annotated relations [22]. In particular we show how NF2 relations can be mapped on
annotated relations. Some NF2 operators, and specifically those operators that are defined
in terms of equality conditions on the membership grade component of the fuzzy data, might
not have a direct correspondence with any equivalent operator on the annotated relations,
in first normal form. Besides, some basic operator on NF2 relations might correspond to
complex operators in the relational algebra on annotated relations, involving grouping of
tuples. Thus, we can conclude that NF2 algebra is definitely richer than relational algebra
on annotated relations.

Definition 4.1 (Annotated relation). An annotated relation is a relation in First Normal
Form, with schema R(A1, . . . , An, C), where the attributes A1, . . . , An have atomic do-
mains, and C has the interval [0.0, 1.0] as its domain. The value that the attribute C assumes
in a tuple is interpreted as the certainty degree associated to that tuple.

We first describe how any NF2 relation is transformed in the corresponding annotated
relation. Afterwards, we will discuss the equivalence/correspondence results.

We define a function u : RNF2 → RFNF, mapping any fuzzy relation r in the correspond-
ing normal form relation r FNF = u(r ), by mapping each tuple in r into a corresponding set
of tuples in r FNF.
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Definition 4.2 (Transformation from NF2 to annotated relations). Consider any relation
r , with schema R({A1, . . . , An}).

1. Let t = 〈a1, . . . , an〉 be any tuple in r .
2. Consider the set T = a1 × · · · × an .
3. Let η be the normalizing function that, when applied to a tuple 〈v1, . . . , vn〉 ∈ T , where

vi = 〈v1
i , v

2
i 〉, returns the tuple 〈v1

1, . . . , v
1
n, c〉, with c = min{(v2

j ) | j = 1, . . . , n}.

Apply η to every tuple 〈v1, . . . , vn〉 in T , and let

u(r ) =
⋃

{η(t) | ∃t ∈ r, t = 〈a1, . . . , an〉, t ∈ a1 × · · · × an}

Example 4.1. Consider again the relation r in Table 1. In order to transform it in the corre-
sponding annotated relation rFNF = u(r ), we first compute the sets T1 and T2 corresponding
to the two tuples t1 and t2 in the given relation r .

T1 = {(I m1.gif , 〈red, 0.78〉, 〈circle, 0.79〉, 〈Sun in the dark, 0.7〉),
(I m1.gif , 〈red, 0.78〉, 〈ellipse, 0.89〉, 〈Sun in the dark, 0.7〉),
(I m1.gif , 〈grey, 0.80〉, 〈circle, 0.79〉, 〈Sun in the dark, 0.7〉),
(I m1.gif , 〈grey, 0.80〉, 〈ellipse, 0.89〉, 〈Sun in the dark, 0.7〉)}

T2 = {(I m2.gif , 〈blue, 0.89〉, 〈rectangle, 0.94〉, 〈Sea, 0.8〉),
(I m2.gif , 〈blue, 0.89〉, 〈square, 0.9〉, 〈Sea, 0.8〉),
(I m2.gif , 〈black, 0.90〉, 〈rectangle, 0.94〉, 〈Sea, 0.8〉),
(I m2.gif , 〈black, 0.90〉, 〈square, 0.9〉, 〈Sea, 0.8〉)}

By applying the normalizing function η to the tuples in both T1 and T2, we obtain the
annotated relation ru in Table 2, which is in first normal form.

The compactness requirement that we defined for NF2 relations can be naturally extended
to annotated relations.

Table 2. Annotated version of the relation in Table 1.

File Color Shape Content Uncertainty

Im1.gif Red Circle Sun in the dark Min(0.78, 0.79, 0.7)

Im1.gif Red Ellipse Sun in the dark Min(0.78, 0.89, 0.7)

Im1.gif Grey Circle Sun in the dark Min(0.80, 0.79, 0.7)

Im1.gif Grey Ellipse Sun in the dark Min(0.80, 0.89, 0.7)

Im2.gif Blue Rectangle Sea Min(0.89, 0.90, 0.8)

Im2.gif Blue Square Sea Min(0.89, 0.90, 0.8)

In2.gif Black Rectangle Sea Min(0.90, 0.94, 0.8)

Im2.gif Black Square Sea Min(0.90, 0.90, 0.8)
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Definition 4.3 (Compactness). Let r be an annotated relation, with schema R(A1, . . . ,

An, C). r is compact if and only if the cardinality of πA1,...,An is the same as the cardinality
of r .

The compactness requirement prevents relations from having distinct tuples differing only
because of the certainty component. As we did for NF2 relations, we are mainly inter-
ested in compact annotated relations. This is a minor restriction, since the compactness
requirement perfectly matches the intended meaning of the certainty attribute—any rela-
tion containing different tuples with the same data, and a different certainty degree, would be
meaningless.

Compactness of annotated relations can be enforced through the compaction opera-
tor(similar to the one defined on NF2 relations).

Definition 4.4 (Compaction). Let ru be an annotated relation, with schema Ru(X1, . . . ,

Xn, C). The compaction operator K u on ru is:

K u(ru) = {〈x1, x2, . . . , xn, c′〉 | ∃t = 〈x1, x2 . . . , xn, c〉 ∈ ru and

c′ = min{c | 〈x1, x2 . . . , xn, c〉 ∈ ru}}

4.1. Equivalence results

In this section, we will discuss on equivalence results relating NF2 relations, and their
annotated first normal form counterparts. In several cases, and specifically, in the cases
concerning projection, selection and join, we cannot prove any general equivalence result,
since NF2 relations contain much more information than the corresponding annotated rela-
tions. In fact, not only they assign distinct membership grades to distinct data values, while
annotated relations associate a unique certainty value to the entire tuple (and thus to all the
data values in the tuple). They also aggregate in a single tuple multiple different data values
for a given attribute of an object. For example, for a given image I m1.gif in NF2 relation
r , it is immediately possible to know, by accessing a single tuple, all the different colors,
with their membership grades, in the image. And these multiple values are considered by
algebraic operators as a whole. Thus, for example, it would not be possible to retrieve only
the information about a specific color from an image, if more than one color is listed in the
corresponding attribute of the tuple describing that image. In this case, if we are interested
in finding the properties of an image containing a specific color, say yellow, NF2 operators
also retrieve data about other colors, say red and blue, of the same image, since they belong
to the same attribute value. These “non required” data wouldn’t be retrieved by algebraic
operators on annotated relations, since these values are stored in distinct annotated tuples.

In the following properties we will consider specific cases, for which equivalence results
hold anyhow. As long as we are interested in retrieving “certain” information, that is,
information stored in attribute values which are singletons, with membership degree 1,
NF2 and annotated algebra exhibit the same behavior. If we assume that image files, and
authors of pictures are treated as certain information, example of such queries are Find all
the images containing some red, or Find the authors of pictures in which the sun is shown.
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To show how NF2 selection operator relates to the selection operator on annotated rela-
tions, we must also discuss on how NF2 selection conditions relate to standard relational
algebra selection conditions. In relational algebra, selection conditions are defined in terms
of (i) atomic conditions, of the form A relop B and A relop c, where A and B are attribute
names, c is a constant, and relop is a relational operator defined on the domain of A, B
and c, and (ii) conjunction, disjunction and negation of selection conditions. NF2 selection
conditions are much richer, and in most cases they do not have a correspondence in standard
selection conditions. For this reason, to state our theorems we only consider NF2 relations
that, after a proper syntactical transformation, can apply to both NF2 and annotated relations.
Specifically, the syntactical transformation, that matches standard selection conditions to
NF2 selection conditions, is the following.

Definition 4.5 (γ operator). Let r be a fuzzy relation, with schema R(A1, . . . , An), and
u(r ) be the corresponding annotated relation, with schema Ru(Au

1, . . . , Au
n, C). Let F be

a selection condition defined on the attributes of the annotated relation u(r ), relop be any
operator in F , and relopc be the corresponding operator that applies relop on the data
components in pairs of values in the domain of NF2 relations.

The γ operator is defined by induction on the structure of the standard selection condition
F , as follows.

γ
(

Au
i relop Au

j

) = Ai relopc A j γ
(

Au
i relop c

) = Ai relopcc

γ (F1 ∨ F2) = γ (F1) ∨ γ (F2) γ (F1 ∧ F2) = γ (F1) ∧ γ (F2)

γ (¬F) = ¬γ (F)

As in the above definition, in the following, given a NF2 relation schema R(A1, . . . , An),
we will denote by Ru(Au

1, . . . , Au
n, C) the corresponding annotated relation schema.

The following properties hold. Also in this case, for the sake of space we cannot include
the proofs, and we refer to Chianese et al. [4] for them.

Union and transformation. Let r1 and r2 be two union compatible relations, with schema
R(A1, . . . , An), and let u(r1) and u(r2) be the corresponding annotated relations. As
far as data attributes are concerned, transformation from NF2 to annotated first normal
forms can be pushed inside union, that is,

πAu
1 ,...,Au

n
(u(r1∪r2)) = πAu

1 ,...,Au
n
u(r1) ∪ πAu

1 ,...,Au
n
u(r2)

Projecting certain attributes. Let r be an NF2 relation, with schema R(A1, . . . , An), and
let A1, . . . , Ak be attributes that in r can only assume certain values (that is, singletons,
with membership degree 1). Let u(r ) be the corresponding annotated relation. It holds
that

πAu
1 ,...,Au

k
(u(r )) = πAu

1 ...,Au
k

(
u
(
π A1...,Ak

(r )
))

Selection. Let r be an NF2 relation, with schema R(A1, . . . , An), and let A1 be an attribute
that in r can only assume certain values. Let u(r ) be the corresponding annotated relation.
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If F is a selection condition on u(r ), and γ (F) is the corresponding NF2 selection
condition, then

πAu
1
(σF (u(r ))) = πAu

1

(
u
(
π A1

(
σγ (F)(r )

)))

Join. Let r1 and r2 be two NF2 relations, with schema R1(X1) and R2(X2) respectively, and
let A1 be an attribute that in r1 can only assume certain values (that is, singletons, with
membership degree 1). Let u(r1) and u(r2) be the corresponding annotated relations,
with schemas Ru

1 (Xu
1 , C1) and Ru

1 (Xu
1 , C2)

It holds that

πAu
1

(
ru

1 � ru
2

) = πAu
1
(u(r1⊗θ

r2)

being θ the NF2 selection condition θ = ∧
Ai ∈(X1∩X2) r1.Ai =d r2.A1.

5. Discussion and conclusions

Uncertainties and imprecision management in databases has been an important topic of
research for many years, yet to date there is not a widely accepted model. Several approaches
have used probability theory for extending the relational model. The work of Cavallo and
Pittarelli [1] assigns a probability measure to every tuple in a relation, which indicates the
joint probability of all the attribute values in that tuple. They present some new operators,
as projection and join, but do not present a complete relational algebra. Their main focus is
indeed on information content, and probabilistic functional and multi-valued dependency.
More systematically, Dey and Sarkar [6] present a revised relational structure and extend the
relational algebra using probability calculus, also showing that the new algebra is closed,
consistent and reducible to the conventional relational algebra, representing uncertainty in
business data.

Other approaches extend relational algebra by relying on fuzzy theory instead of probabil-
ity. In this realm, most of the papers in the literature use the membership degree of a fuzzy
domain as an attribute expressed by single numerical values or by an interval contained
in [0, 1]. These values are calculated by using a possibility measure in query processing
[11, 17]. In Chen et al. [2] fuzziness in attribute values and mutual relationships between
domain elements are taken into account, and they are dealt with by using possibility distri-
butions and closeness relations respectively. Nakata [11] proposes a generalized possibility
fuzzy-relational model, in which a database schema is constructed from a set of pairs of an
attribute and its membership values, generalizing fuzzy relational schemas introduced in
GEFRED [10].

In this paper, starting from the paper of Subrahmanian in [22], we have investigated
the NF2 fuzzy data model and have proposed a framework for modelling uncertainty in
databases. NF2 data model was first suggested by Makinouchi [9] who relaxed the first
normal form assumption to allow attributes to be set valued. A number of works [7, 14, 15]
have analyzed the NF2 data model, that can be considered as a generalized structure that
treats flat relations and structured structures uniformly.
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We focused on a first attempt to create such a model for image database purposes, by
introducing a theory based on NF2 relational model and fuzzy logic; new algebraic operators
in order to take into account the fuzziness implicitly related to image descriptors, both at a
low level and at high level; equivalence results for the above algebra that allow rewriting
rules to be used for query optimization. We have also showed how the proposed model
relates to the annotated model presented in [22], and how it can be reduced into it, while
providing a more intuitive description of image features and being easily used for describing
fuzzy databases. The resulting framework is a flexible, compact and powerful model that
may be used as the basis for a query by example in image database system.

The work reported in this paper, is being extended in several directions: several fuzzy
membership for a more suitable modelling of image database purposes are being studied; the
model is being extended to multiple data sources; experimental studies of the equivalence
properties for optimization purposes and their relation with the annotated model results
are being conducted. Moreover, the system implementing the proposed model is being
integrated with computer vision environments for content based image retrieval.

Note

1. Notice that there is no ordering relation between the tuples—the order we mention is the one according to
which they are shown.
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